[Modern endoscopic diagnosis of precancerous lesions and early cancers of the stomach and colon using computer decision support systems].
Modern endoscopic techniques allow a precise diagnosis of superficial epithelial lesions of the stomach and colon and predict their histological structure. Currently, there are a variety of endoscopic classifications based on the use of magnifying endoscopy and NBI for superficial epithelial lesions according to their morphology. For differential diagnosis of benign lesions, mild neoplasia and early cancer in the colon we commonly use the pit-pattern classification of the surface epithelium created by S. Kudo and mucosal capillary pattern classification created by Y. Sano, which have proven effectiveness in prospective studies. For the stomach to date there is no universally accepted comfortable reliable classification for differentiation benign and neoplastic gastric lesions. However, VS-classification, created by K. Yao, is the most prevalent and effective classification today. It is based on regularity of the vascular and surface (V&S) patterns of the gastric mucosa and presence of the demarcation line on the border with the surrounding mucosa. To increase the efficiency of endoscopic diagnosis with using of these classifications, to identify new diagnostic criteria, to train young specialists and to help skilled doctors computer decision support systems for a physician are successfully developed now.